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Presentation Notes
Erika and I will be co-presenting this talk.  When we started talking about presenting at this conference, given the conference theme, we realized it exemplified the way in which we worked, and continue to work, throughout the project.  I'll first provide you with a bit of background to create the context for the rest of the presentation.  Then Erika will follow with a bit more detail about the 



Rushdie @ Emory



Salman Rushdie papers:   Born digital 
component 

• Macintosh Performa 5400/180 
• Macintosh PowerBook 5300c
• Macintosh PowerBook G3  

QT9250B5G03
• Macintosh PowerBook G3  

QT9386CEEY8
• SmartDisk FWFL60 FireLite 60GB 

2.5” FireWire Portable Hard Drive 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AcquisitionOctober 2006, Emory acquired the papers of Salman Rushdie - this was a culmination of a relationship with Emory that had begun when Rushdie visited the campus for the Ellmann lectures.  Rushdie also joined the faculty of the English Department as a Distinguished Writer in Residence, and visits the campus every Spring to teach a seminar and deliver several talks and lectures. Rushdie is a critically acclaimed novelist and international figure. Rushdie's Midnight’s Children, published in 1981, was selected twice as “the Booker of the Bookers,” in honor of the prestigious Booker Prize's twenty-five and fortieth anniversaries. Rushdie is equally well-known for the international attention that followed the publication of his novel, The Satanic Verses in 1988, most notably the death sentence issued by the Ayatollah Khomeini.  Collection make upWe have received bits and pieces before, but this was the first time we received computers in addition to files or disks : 4 computers [1 desktop, 3 laptops]; 1 hard drive (containing files from the 5th laptop that Rushdie had originally planned to give but did not), zip disk and other disks that turned out to be mostly application files  [picture of computers in Harris room]



Salman Rushdie papers: Paper component
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Presentation Notes
This is a hybrid collection, and we did not just get born digital material , but also received a substantial amount of paper material – approx. 100 linear feet of journals, correspondence, writings, personal papers, subject files, photographs, and audiovisual material  The paper portion of the collection went straight to the arrangement and description unit, and they were able to begin processing it in mid-2007.  I joined the staff shortly after, in January 2008. Because of a dedicated team of skilled students and staff, we were able to finish the processing of the paper portion of the collection in February of 2009.  



MARBL
Born Digital Initiatives
Digital Systems

Institutional Organization

Systems

MARBL

BoDI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Within the Emory University Library system, MARBL functions as a small library within a library.  We have a director, and units such as arrangement and description, rare books, research services, etc all reporting to the director.  Digital systems and the Born Digital Initiatives Program fall under the Chief Technologist Strategist.  The programmers involved work in Digital systems and we'll talk more about the issues surrounding this organization a little bit later.  



An Overview
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Presentation Notes
For this discussion of our handling of Rushdie’s papers, we are going to resist the considerable temptation of detailing the technical approaches to processing such a hybrid collection and instead consider how the people gathered around this collection at Emory impacted the work at hand. 



An Overview



Instead . . . 

Taking a human perspective on the work
Hybrid team for a hybrid archive
Collaboration and professional exchange

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the specifications of Emory’s repository and the innovative archival processing of the materials themselves are certainly relevant and will be discussed, the focus today will be on how the collaboration among a diverse group of professionals at Emory led to productive conversations, informed decision making, and efficient project development. In addition to many technical and archival lessons learned while preparing Rushdie’s content for researcher use, we also learned that there are important benefits to having a diverse team working on hybrid archives. 



Incoming

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Laura mentioned in her opening, we acquired the Rushdie materials in 2006, with the equipment itself arriving in early 2007. This collection marked the first time our special collections acquired complete computer systems, so their arrival ushered in a slew of questions and decisions. 



Now what?

Working group (BoDAR)
Engage the archives and digital systems

Three from each
Range of expertise
Understanding roles and responsibilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the earliest choices Emory Libraries made regarding the Rushdie papers was to create a multi-divisional working group. This team, the Rushdie Born-Digital Archives working group, or BoDAR , for short, included three members from MARBL (Naomi Nelson, the interim director; Susan McDonald, head of Arrangement and Description; and Laura Carroll, the processing archivist) as well as three members from the Library’s Digital Systems division (Ben Ranker, senior software engineer; and Pete Hornsby, software engineer; and myself). This group included a range of expertise, including traditional archival processing, research support, preservation, digital humanities research and methodologies, computer programming, content modeling, and Apple support and programming. With such diversity in skill set and professional perspective, it was vital to establish early in the team’s work the roles and responsibilities of each member as well as the most effective modes of communication for the team as a whole. Deciding to structure the team with co-leads from each division was effective and we quickly learned that weekly update meetings interspersed with planning meetings were absolutely vital, a finding Laura will address again later in our talk.



Setting goals

Respecting the hybrid nature of the 
collection
Balancing donor privacy and researcher 
needs
Providing authentic research experiences

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another important step in this team’s formation was developing and agreeing on a unified mission and a clear set of desired outcomes. Because of the differences in training and backgrounds, the group first came together with different notions of what such a hybrid archive might look like when released in the MARBL reading room. Through conversation, debates, and demonstrations, the group agreed that respecting the hybrid nature of the collection was crucial and working to find an effective balance between donor expectations and researcher needs would be prioritized. Furthermore, the team made a commitment to exploring innovative approaches to giving researchers as much authenticity and context as possible when interacting with Rushdie’s born-digital materials. These missions—respecting hybridity; balancing donor and researcher needs; and providing authentic research experiences—would drive the many decisions to follow as we began processing and providing access to the literary personal papers of Salman Rushdie.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Case study one: verdicts and the repository (LC)Next, we're going to discuss two micro case studies within this project that demonstrate the way in which members of the team had to work very closely together in order to accomplish the  small goals that kept us moving.For this to make sense, I want to provide some context regarding the restrictions involved in this collection – the existence of which has shaped much of the planning and workflow for this project, in addition to creating many of the challenges that we're facing.  As might be expected, much of Rushdie's personal, legal and financial files are restricted, in addition to all correspondence with this family and his literary agents.  His family photos are restricted as well.  The other major restriction involves his journals – all journals, diaries and calendars post 1989 [post fatwa] are closed.  Also, Rushdie specified that correspondence from a select number of individuals could be opened only if phone numbers, fax numbers, and home addresses were redacted.   Finally, Rushdie made it clear that the born digital material would not be accessible via the web.  He was not keen on the idea of his files traveling around cyberspace.  This material would be available in the reading room only.   I worked closely with both Ben and Pete to make sure that only the appropriate files made it into the final products that were available to researchers - the database and emulated environment. Once I was able to review the files, I recorded the appropriate information in an Access database that was created from the harvested metadata, which included file names, directory paths, date created and modified, computer, etc..  I added a column called "verdicts:" 



“Verdict”
AS IS - can be released as is for both the emulation 

environment and the searchable text interface
REDACTION – will need to be redacted for access; 

will not be available for emulation environment, but 
will be for searchable text interface

RESTRICTED - no access in either environment
EMULATION ONLY - will only appear in the virtual 

environment and not go into the searchable text 
interface (e.g. files named "Format," but that have no 
actual content once you open them up).  
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Next, we're going to discuss two micro case studies within this project that demonstrate the way in which members of the team had to work very closely together in order to accomplish  small goals that kept us moving.For this to make sense, I want to provide some context regarding the restrictions involved in this collection – the existence of which has shaped much of the planning and workflow for this project, in addition to creating many of the challenges that we're facing.  As might be expected, much of Rushdie's personal, legal and financial files are restricted, in addition to all correspondence with this family and his literary agents.  His family photos are restricted as well.  The other major restriction involves his journals – all journals, diaries and calendars post 1989 [post fatwa] are closed.  Also, Rushdie specified that correspondence from a select number of individuals could be opened only if phone numbers, fax numbers, and home addresses were redacted.   Finally, Rushdie made it clear that the born digital material would not be accessible via the web.  He was not keen on the idea of his files traveling around cyberspace.  This material would be available in the reading room only.   I worked closely with both Ben and Pete to make sure that only the appropriate files made it into the final products that were available to researchers - the database and emulated environment. Once I was able to review the files, I recorded the appropriate information in an Access database that was created from the harvested metadata.  I added a column called "verdicts:"  AS IS - can be released as is for both the emulation environment and the searchable text interfaceREDACTION – will need to be redacted for access; will not be available for emulation environment, but will be for searchable text interfaceRESTRICTED - no access in either environmentEMULATION ONLY - will only appear in the virtual environment and not go into the searchable text interface (e.g. files named "Format," but that have no actual content once you open them up).  



Case Study #1
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Presentation Notes
Once I had reviewed the files, I then delivered the "value-added" metadata (my verdicts and series and subseries designations) to Ben.  He let me know what fields and what sort of format was acceptable to him, which informed each future handoff.  For example, I was using the checksums as my unique identifier, or primary key, and that wasn't useful for him .  The checksums are too complex to serve as PIDs for people and didn’t work for the Fedora repository Ben designed.  We soon assigned PIDs to each file and that worked much better.  



Case Study #2: Researcher Access

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For our second case study, we are going to discuss how we have provided access to the material Laura processed. Creating these points of access for Rushdie’s born-materials depended on decisions made at the point of acquisition as well as choices made over the course of almost three years. By acquiring the entire computing environments, not simply a data dump of discreet files, Emory had a rich opportunity to consider a number of access approaches, from restricted access to migrated files to complete emulations of entire operating systems. The approach we ultimately implemented points back to broader missions of Emory’s Born-Digital Archives program: respecting the hybrid nature of archives, balancing donor privacy with researcher needs, and developing authentic research environments. In addition to the happy circumstance of acquiring complete computers and the guiding directives of our program’s mission, we also made decisions about data capture and preservation that informed the kinds of access points we later produced for the Rushdie materials. Pete opted for data duplication over data migration as a preservation tactic, which means rather than migrating all the files produced by now obsolete mid-nineties software, he captured the entire extent of each computer by creating disk images. A disk image is a bit-by-bit duplication of a computer drive and offers archives close-to-complete preservation of the computing environment. This approach also creates the opportunity for archival staff to safely process and provide access to the material. Duplication preserves the original while authentically providing exact copies for archival use by both staff and—if desired—researchers.



Modes of Access

Two-fold approach to researcher access
Emulated environment

Complete digital context
Archival sleuthing

Searchable database
More familiar technology
Search and browse

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This preparatory work when combined with early decisions and the programmatic mission led to BoDA-R taking a two-fold approach to access: we decided to provide users with an emulated environment that provides researchers with the full experience of entering Rushdie’s computer AND a search-and-browse interface that provides full-text searching of the user-generated files harvested from the computer.Here’s a quick look at both tools. (Rushdie movie 1, desktop, then emulation @ 1:40 to 2:10; 3:40 to 3:50, then speed up through 4:20)



Performa 5400: Emulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The careful archival processing enabled us to populate an emulated environment of Rushdie’s earliest computer, the Performa 5400, without compromising privacy or ethics. Pete used Sheep Shaver, an open source application, and Apple OS systems tools to generate an emulation of the Performa 5400 operating system and, in so doing, created a tool that is an exact replica of Rushdie’s computer but that can run within current operating systems. Laura’s verdicts created two streams of files that could be released in the reading room, “as is” and “emulation only,” which we then loaded into the emulated environment. This hand-in-hand effort by both technologists and archivists resulted in a researcher tool that at once provides full digital context for the files on Rushdie’s earliest machine while also providing access to only approved content. Authenticity and a balance of donor and researcher needs realized at once. Emory thought it of special importance to experiment with researcher access that truly leverages the digital nature of the material. Borrowing Gerard Genette’s print notion of paratext, the Emory Libraries believe that presenting researchers with only discreet files in migrated form fails to provide the full digital paratext, the native digital environment and context, of these primary resources. Emulation, on the other hand, empowers the archival sleuth in the 21st Century by providing full context, a voyeuristic view into computing, and enabling research not only into the content but also into the technological medium itself and how it might impact literary production.
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In the spirit of leveraging the latent strengths of digital media, we also created a searchable database that includes all of the “as is” files from the Performa 5400. This interface downplays native context—after all it includes mostly derived PDFs—but enables user friendly searching and browsing against the entire collection of available digital media. This interface is more intuitive as it uses contemporary technology and familiar search tactics but gives a nod towards context by also enabling users to browse by directory, revealing the folder and file structures used by Rushdie on his computer. 
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While the creation of both tools were collaborative on seemingly every level, the pre-release testing of the tools marked a moment when technologists, archivists, librarians, and scholars sat elbow to elbow, exchanging ideas and sharing information.  Given the rather short turn around for the first release of Rushdie’s papers, testing of the researcher workstation had to be fast and furious. Bringing so many distinct perspectives to bear on the tools within a span of only a few days resulted in a madly productive and cooperative chaos. From this chaos, the BoDA working group determined which changes needed to be made immediately—before release—and which improvements needed to be planned for later.



Emory Findings

What did not work
Some processes and hand-offs
Need broader shared understanding 
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Emory findings (LC)To conclude, we wanted to share some final thoughts about what worked and what didn't work in this collaboration.  Hopefully this insight will be useful as you contemplate assembling a team to tackle some of your born digital collections.  Because it really will take a team, and that is what I want to stress.  A traditionally trained archivist - even one with some rudimentary programming capabilities - does not have the skills to create the access tools that we are now able to offer our researchers.  What didn’t So where were some of the hiccups?  As we went along, we discovered that the division of labor did create some added work.  For example, instead of me, the archivist, working directly in a frontend of a database and creating or revising the metadata in the repository itself, I had to hand off that information to Ben, who was in the midst of building the database on top of the repository at the time.  There was no user-friendly (or non-programmer friendly) front end for me to enter data.  The more handoffs and duplication of data result in more room for error, and increased amount of work.  We also discovered, especially as we reached the end of the first phase and started thinking about the future of the program, that there needs to be a shared understanding of the long term goals for born digital material and researcher access to that material in MARBL.  From my perspective, this means that we need to ramp up what I call inter-professional education. I can't tell you how much we taught each other about our respective professions - "Archivists sort material into series, made up of similar types of records, etc, or "a scope note is…." And vice versa - I quickly learned that you can't just write a script for everything, and I learned more old MAC software systems than I ever thought I would know.  But this needs to continue.  The program will not thrive unless all of us continue to increase our understanding of the bigger picture - [more here - not sure where to go…]The digital systems team serves many different customers within the Emory Libraries system, and right now the MARBL born digital projects are in direct competition for resources with other projects, such as Reserves Direct, and building our institutional repository.  We need to be able to go to leadership with a shared vision of the future.  



What worked
Diverse mix of professionals
Regular meetings
Shared vision
Ongoing exchange of ideas and perspectives

Emory Findings
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What worked So, originally the outline had what didn't work as the last part of the talk, and I just didn't want to end on that note, so I switched it around.  I do believe that much more worked in this example than did not.  As Erika has mentioned, we had a very diverse team of individuals that each brought specialized knowledge to the table.  When the deadlines were set, we started meeting on a regular basis - once a week.  This sounds like a lot, but I can't stress how important this is.  First of all, it make each member of the team accountable - when you know you need to deliver, it's really hard to procrastinate when you know you have to face your group around the table in a few days.  It creates a sense of camaraderie as well, which as we all know, can really make a difference when determining the success of a team.  Sometimes it seemed as if weekly meetings were too much, and other times I think we could have met every day!   But many emails were exchanged in the time between meetings.   Next, we knew and all believed in what we had committed to delivering at the end.  That shared vision of the finish line is what keeps a team in line.  Each priority is set and each decision is made with that shared vision in mind.  Many wish list items, for individuals on both teams, had to be pushed further down the list in order for the essential tasks to be completed in time.  There was a lot of give and take when we had these discussions to set the priorities.  Oftentimes, MARBL would propose something as being essential, until we were told by the Ben or Pete how long the work would actually take, and then have to readjust our priorities.   This scenario ties directly into another aspect of this project that worked so well, which was the ongoing exchange of ideas and perspectives.  You have to go into a collaborative project such as this with a combined sense of confidence in your own perspective and respect for the perspectives of your colleagues.  They know things that you don't know, and these things will help you get to your final goal.  Listen to them.  And speak up when someone else is overlooking something you know is important.  



In closing
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Now that we know what works we are continuing to advance born-digital archives at Emory. We are currently focusing on strengthening key components of our infrastructure, such as developing user-friendly interfaces that enable archivists to interact directly with the repository, and launching a first phase of user studies, so we can better understand the needs and expectations of researchers and, thus build better tools for them.In addition we will continue processing the rest of Rushdie’ born-digital material as well as processing born-digital content from other Emory collections. Much exciting work awaits us at Emory and in the field at large, and, based on our experiences with the Rushdie collection, we must collaborate or fail.



Thank you.

Laura (llcarro@emory.edu)
Erika (elfarr@emory.edu)
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